Examples are given of the following: (1) an injective Noetherian right module which is not Artinian, (2) a linearly compact Noetherian right module over a right perfect ring which is not Artinian, and (3) 
The second type of example answers two questions raised by F. L. Sandomierski in the same Proceedings. Sandomierski shows that every linearly compact left (right) module over a right perfect ring is Artinian (Noetherian) and poses the question of whether every linearly compact left (right) module over a right perfect ring is Noetherian (Artinian) [5, Propositions 2.9 and 2.12]. Examples are given showing that in both cases the answer is no.
Throughout the following all rings have a unit element and all modules are unitary. Module homomorphisms are written opposite the scalars. Proof. Since Bc=e1Bc®(\-ex)Bc, e±Bc is injective. But e1B=e1C, so exCc is injective. Since every C-submodule of exC appears in the chain exC=elxC^ eX2C^> ■ • -=>0, exCc is Noetherian but not Artinian. Let XB be an /?-module, {xi}/çAr and {x^j a set of submodules of X. The set of congruences {x=x¿ mod X^j is said to be solvable (finitely solvable), if there is a y e X (a yF e X for each finite subset F of /) such that y-xi e X,¡ for each i e I (yF-xt e X4 for each i e F). If every finitely solvable set of congruences in Xis solvable, then XB is said to be linearly compact.
The following slight modification of Bass's example of a right perfect ring which is not left perfect provides the examples required to answer Sandomierski's questions.
Let A be a division ring and let D denote the ring of all countably infinite upper triangular matrices over A with constant entries on the main diagonal and having nonzero entries in only finitely many rows above the main diagonal. It is easily seen that D is right but not left perfect with J(D) consisting of those matrices in D with zero on the main diagonal.
Example i. Let {ei}}™j^t denote the (/',y")th matrix units of D. Let XD=ellD. Since the chain XD=euD^e12D^-■ -^0 includes all the submodules of XD, A7> is Noetherian but not Artinian. In order to show that XD is linearly compact it is sufficient to show that any finitely solvable system of congruences {x=x; mod exjD}jeJ where J^{\, 2, ■ ■ ■} is solvable. The finite solvability of the system implies that for s<t in J the first s-\ columns of xs and x, coincide. Thus a solution y of the system is obtained by requiring the first j-1 columns of y to coincide with the first j-l columns of x¡ fox je J. Thus XD is a linearly compact Noetherian right module over a right perfect ring which is not Artinian.
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